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HST.508/Biophysics 170:
Quantitative genomics

Module 1: Evolutionary and population
genetics

Lecture 4: natural selection – its modeling
and detection

Professor Robert C. Berwick

Topics for this module

1. The basic forces of evolution; neutral evolution and drift

2. Computing ‘gene geneaologies’ forwards and backwards;
the coalescent

3. Natural selection and its discontents

4. Detecting selection: Molecular evolution; from classical
methods to modern statistical inference techniques

Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology
HST.508: Quantitative Genomics, Fall 2005
Instructors: Leonid Mirny, Robert Berwick, Alvin Kho, Isaac Kohane
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Agenda for today

1. Natural selection: from the basic dynamical system
equation to the diffusion approximation: how can
genes survive?
2. How can we detect selection in our data?

To think about from Nature

“Protein sequences evolve through random mutagenesis
with selection for optimal fitness” – Russ, Lowery,
Mishra, Yaffe, Ranganathan, sept. 2005, 437:22, p. 579.
Natural-like function in artificial WW domains.
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The new reality game show - “Survivor”
1 gene in 2 different forms (alleles)

w11 p
2 w12 2pq w22 q

2

genotype

frequency

after
selection

Viability

AA Aa aa

p2 q22pq

w11 w12 w22

survivors

Intuitively, w is a ‘growth rate’

Note that if Nt = # before selection, the total # after selection
is:

Sewall Wright’s adaptive landscape:
Understanding the formula

Evolution equated to mean ‘change in gene frequency’, delta p
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Some dissection...

Variance component of allele A
within genotype

Why variance?  Draw from pool of
A, a gametes many many times:
binomial sampling – frequency of A
within a genotype is either 1, 1/2, or
0; variance is p(1-p)/2
(“heterozygosity”)

Slope of fitness function divided
by mean population fitness – a
potential function?

But…
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Diffusion Theory: Conceptual Framework

The prob distribution of the # populations – i.e., the  prob
density – with different allele frequencies shifts under the
directional effects of selection & mutation (& migration)  and
flattens out under the effects of drift

u v

Integrate to find:

Drift wins when 4Neu« 1

!̂ (p) = Cw2Ne (1" p)4Neu"1 p
4Nev"1
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Balancing selection Directional selection

Drift wins when 4Ne« 1
Cannot say how effective selection is without knowing
effective population size!!!
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“Follow the variation”: some famous data about
individual variation in Drosophila melanogaster (Marty Kreitman)

Kreitman 1983 original data set for melanogaster Adh sequences
Kreitman,M (1983): Nucleotide polymorphism at the alcohol
#ehydrogenase locus of Drosophila melanogaster. 
Nature 304, 412-417.

Different aspects of the data used to test neutrality

• Nucleotide diversity

• Allelic frequency spectrum

• Polymorphism / Divergence

• KA /Ks (amino-acid changing vs.
‘silent’ substitutions in DNA

No ‘one size fits all’!
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  ΘT = Average Pairwise Distance

= (1+3+3+3+2+2+2+2+2)/10=2

  A mutation on an interior branch will have higher weight

  ΘT estimated from pairwise differences
(heterozygosity or nucleotide diversity)

ACCTGAACGTAGTTCGAAG
ACCTGAACGTAGTTCGAAT
ACCTGACCGTAGTACGAAT
ACATGAACGTAGTACGAAT
ACATGAACGTAGTACGAAT
  *   *      *    *
A B C D

A

B

C

D

1          2             3           4             5
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Deviations from the neutral model
•Positive selection

Positive
selection    

Advantageous mutation

Neutral mutation
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The Great Obsession: variation (polymorphism)
entangled with descent

Time

Observed sample variation: is it from
descent (tree), or from biology?

2N gen
Coalescence

Positive selection will decrease
nucleotide diversity (π)

sweep recovery

 

Advantageous
mutation arisesAdvantageous mutation

Neutral mutation

π π π
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Balancing

selection

ππ

‘balanced’ mutation

Neutral mutation

Balancing selection will increase
nucleotide diversity (π)

20

Estimating nucleotide divergence as θ

Generation t–1

Notation: Ti= time to collapse of i genes, sequences,…

u u

uT uT

2uT= 2u 2N = 4uN =θ
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  ΘT = Average Pairwise Distance

= (1+3+3+3+2+2+2+2+2)/10=2

  A mutation on an interior branch will have higher weight

  ΘT estimated from pairwise differences
(heterozygosity or nucleotide diversity)

ACCTGAACGTAGTTCGAAG
ACCTGAACGTAGTTCGAAT
ACCTGACCGTAGTACGAAT
ACATGAACGTAGTACGAAT
ACATGAACGTAGTACGAAT
  *   *      *    *
A B C D
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ΘW=4Νμ estimated from # segregating sites

ACCTGAACGTAGTTCGAAG
ACCTGAACGTAGTTCGAAT
ACCTGACCGTAGTACGAAT
ACATGAACGTAGTACGAAT
ACATGAACGTAGTACGAAT
  *   *      *    *
A B C D
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D

1          2             3           4             5

Watterson, 1975

Expected number of segregating sites:

ΘW= 4/(1+1/2+1/3+1/4)=24/11=2.1818

(coalescent theory)
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Different coalescent patterns (relative branch lengths) yield
different estimates for theta even though total branch length

is the same and # segregating sites remains the same

Second type of mutation counted more times when calculating the average 
pairwise distance – typical when there’s a ‘burst’ after a population bottleneck

Use the difference between the two estimates to figure out a statistical measure
that can pick out these two patterns

Consider these coalescent pattern differences & what
they imply about possible patterns of variation

(heterozygosity) if there are neutral mutations sprinkled
on these patterns…

Note that S= # segregating sites remains the same…

Expect: more mutations on
interior branches, sample
heterozygosity higher

Expect: fewer mutations on
interior branches, sample
heterozygosity lower
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Tajima’s D is the difference between these two
estimates, normalized by a variance measure

If neutral model holds, this difference should be 0 -
test whether difference from 0 could be due to chance

or not

Pairwise diffs less than expected:
Long external branches, mutations
at low frequency

neutral

More pairwise diffs than
expected from # of segregating
sites: mutations at high freq

Complex estimate
for variance - to
get null hypothesis
distribution

–2 +2

Human mitachondrial DNA
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1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15

# sites

# copies of derived allele

Expected distribution under neutral model

We can also use this to predict the allelic frequency
spectrum – given the number of observed segregating
sites, we can estimate what the nucleotide diversity

will be – under the null model.

Under neutrality θ = π

Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989)  D = θ – π
        (normalized by the sd) 

θ = s/(∑1/i)
i

n-1
Sample size

Number of SNPs
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An excess of intermediate frequency alleles

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15

#

f (derived)

D = θ – π   > 0

An excess of rare alleles

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15

#

f (derived)

D = θ – π   < 0
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Immediately after positive selection, the
expectation is:

Allelic frequency spectrum in a sample of 20 

chromosomes
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Positive selection

neutral

Goodness of fit tests of the allelic
frequency spectrum

• Summarize your data, e.g., by Tajima’s D.

• Assume some simple null model, e.g. the standard neutral model, and
build the distribution of the summary under that model (usually by
simulation)

• Check how the actual value compares to the expected value, by
looking at the probability of obtaining more extreme values

• If this probability is low (e.g., < 5%) reject the model

D
0

# of observations
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Purifying
selection    

Purifying selection will also result in an
excess of rare alleles

Growth will also result in an excess of rare
alleles

Standard neutral
model

Population size
increase

Often two main
haplotypes, some
rare alleles

Most alleles are rare
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Factors affecting test power

Divergence - the number of fixed sites

CHuman A T T A G T A

CChimpanzee A A T G G T A

Human Chimpanzee

T A A G
? ?
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Inferring lineage specific divergence

CHuman A T T A G T A

CChimpanzee A A T G G T A

TOrangutan A A T A G T G

Human Chimpanzee Orangutan

AA

AG
TA

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)

A

G

G

A

A

A

Population

Chromosome

Rare allele frequency = 2/6 =0.33
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Different aspects of the data used
to test neutrality

• Nucleotide diversity

• Allelic frequency spectrum

• Polymorphism / Divergence

• KA / KS

The Great Obsession: variation (polymorphism)
entangled with descent

Time

Observed sample variation: is it from
descent (tree), or from biology?

2N gen
Coalescence
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HKA test: untangling divergence from polymorphism

• Divergence= 2ut + 4Neu

• Uses ratio of polymorphism to divergence and tests
whether there is either more or less polymorphism
compared to divergence at one locus compared to the
other, using a test statistic based on a Chi-square
goodness of fit; the ratio should be the same at both
genes even if their mutation rates differ:

• Think of u as compound parameter uf, where f is the
fraction of neutral sites. While f and u may be different at
different genes, the ratio of polymorphism to divergence
is independent of uf – so compare to a known neutral
target…

4N
e
u

(2ut + 4N
e
u)

=
4N

e
u

(2t + 4N
e
)

0.440.04P/D
18210Divergence

89Polymorphism

Adh 5’ Flanking
variable sites

Adh variable
sites
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Different aspects of the data used
to test neutrality

• Nucleotide diversity

• Allelic frequency spectrum

• Polymorphism / Divergence

• KA / KS
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Ka / Ks = 1 indicates equal rates of the two classes of
substitutions, hence, ‘neutral’ evolution

Problem: very conservative

And last, but not least…the ratio of the rate of amino acid
replacement substitutions to the rate of silent (aka
‘synonymous’ or ‘semantaphoretic’) substitutions (KA / Ks)
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KA = # nonsynonymous substitutions/# nonsynonymous sites
KS = # synonymous substitutions/# synonymous sites

Test for selection by comparing dN and dS
KA /KS = 1: Neutral evolution
KA /KS < 1 : Purifying selection
KA /KS > 1 : Positive selection

The KA /KS ratio (ω) measures the selective pressure
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• All nucleotide sites change independently
• The substitution rate is constant over time and in
different lineages
• The base composition is at equilibrium
• The conditional probabilities of nucleotide
substitutions are the same for all sites, and do not
change over time
• Most of these are not true in many cases…

Assumptions can affect calculation of KA/KS

Most importantly: multiple hits, parsimony

There were no guarantees that a particular site had not
undergone multiple changes. Two possible scenarios where
multiple substitutions at a single site would lead to
underestimation of the number of substitutions that had
occurred if a simple count were performed.
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MK test

‘fixed’

McDonald-Kreitman test (MK)

Two-way table: compare within group
nonsynonymous/synonymous substitutions
(polymorphisms) vs. between group
nonsynonymous/synonymous substitutions
(‘fixed’) – use, e.g., Fisher’s exact test to compute
whether due to chance
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MK Example

Detecting selection… the landscape…

• Levels of variation (HKA test):

1. Low levels of variation compared to a reference (HKA
test)

2. High levels compared to a reference

• Frequency of variation (gene or allele spectrum) (TD test):

1. Excess of rare compared to common frequency variation
(TD <0)

2. Excess of common compared to rare frequency variation
(TD>0)

3. Excess of high compared to common frequency genes

• Polymorphism vs. divergence (MK test):

1. N/S from polymorphism > N/S from divergence

2. N/S from polymorphism < N/S from divergence
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Kreitman’s review - Ann. Rev. Genetics

Try different simulations…which matches data best?


